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Epic Metal. Influenced from Grindcore, Death Metal, Harcore, and Thrash. 7 MP3 Songs METAL:

Metalcore, METAL: Progressive Metal Details: Some listeners have described listening to Antagony on

the same level as entering a temple. While others have felt as if they were on a voyage deep into musical

expression. Either way, listening to Antagony is an experience...a memorable story. Antagony strives for

musical depth and a unique sound that sets them apart from their peers. Combining their influences from

intense Classical composers, Taiko drumming, Black Metal, Death Metal, Grindcore, and Hardcore;

Antagony focuses on beautiful darkness and emphasizes on Epic melodic sections. They have never

gone the standard way of arranging their songs in ABABC (Verse Chorus Verse...) but evolve each part

into a new section taking anyone following along onto a journey to the unexpected. Antagony's unique

strength lies in their transitions which are developed in such a way where you feel like you are constantly

being pushed forward. Check out their newest release "Rebirth" which was pressed in limited quantities

for promotion, and let the music speak for itself. ----REVIEWS---- Digital Metal review up!!!

digitalmetal.com/reviews.asp?cid=6799 Antagony - Rebirth (Self Released) I hope Abacus Recordings,

Lifeforce, Nuclear Blast and Metal Blade are reading this because considering the recent releases by

Embrace the End, Animosity and All Shall Perish, Californias rumblemasters Antagony are every bit as

good within the confines of the so called death-core genre. Most will groan at yet another mix of death

metal lurch and hardcore groove, but personally the genre has me enamored, and Antagony, for an

unsigned band deliver the goods in spades. Plus, for a demo Rebirth features a full on professional

presentation and a burly Zach Ohren production. Shit, all a label has to do is put their stamp on it and

distribute it. If Antagony have anything to set them apart from the beatdown-obsessed masses, they are

epic; an eleven-minute title track, lots of melodic solos and acoustic segues (Last Days, Cultivate and

Collapse). Its all been done before, but Antagony have a solid grasp on the elements needed to make

them memorable. Of course though, the focal point of the album is huge breakdowns and pummeling

grooves. Opener The Awakening pretty much sets the tone for the whole release; thunderous pace, nice

harmonies and it bleeds effortlessly into the eleven minute title track, making for an impressive 17
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minutes of heaviness. As mentioned earlier, there isnt much new going on here, but it is heavy and

entertaining. Tracks like Hybrid, Abre Los Oyos and Beneath the Black show a level of death core

competence that certainly deserves a record deal. Especially considering the current musical climate. Not

as technically obtrusive as Animosity, Antagony are close relatives (by band members) of All Shall Perish,

so if you enjoyed Hate. Malice. Revenge, this is an easy recommendation. Lyrically, past The

Awakening/Rebirth and the unique Latin take of Abre los Oyos, Antagony are no Chaucer, but they get

the job done. Growler Carlos Saldana has an adequate bellow, but he gets an awful lot of help from

guitarist Nick Vasallo and a host of guests; Eddie Hermida (Gunmetal Grey), Ben Orum and Craig Betit

(All Shall Perish), Ben Caragol (Hack Saw to the Throat)-all bands that have former ties to Antagony, so

Antagonys pedigree is certainly solid. Unfathomably unsigned, Antagony are another solid addition to this

years death core onslaught. By Erik Thomas ----------- MetalReview.com I have a long history with

Antagony, so youll just have to indulge me as I give you a background featuring names and titles that will

fly right over your head. I first discovered the band via a link on some random website, must have been

late 1999 or so. I downloaded a few tracks and was impressed with their sound, which fell somewhere

between grindcore and powerviolence (a slim area, I know, but you get the idea) that they called

sporadicore. A few e-mails later and I had a copy of their debut EP Expect the Worst, which promptly

began receiving heavy airplay at the radio station I was (and still am) DJing at, followed a couple of

months later with an in-studio performance, and even later, an appearance at the Southern California

edition of November to Dismember, where one of those live tracks made it onto a CD they issued

exclusively at the festival. The following year they issued their full-length debut, See Through These

Eyes, musically leaps and bounds ahead of their previous effort, with more refined production and

musicianship. They maintained their original sound but added a few more death metal elements and a

few unexpected acoustic guitar moments. Then maybe a year or so later, they disappeared. I would run

into then-guitarist Ben Orum at shows and he assured me things were OK, they were just taking a little

time off, and that he had joined up with All Shall Perish (fresh off of their name and style change from End

of All). I ran into bassist Carlos Saldana and he informed me he was no longer with the band. Meanwhile,

their name would pop up every now and then in the scene but fade away just as quickly. So you can

imagine my slight surprise when this album landed on my desk. Looking inside I see that things have

changed quite a bit. Gone is Orum, assumedly to concentrate full time on All Shall Perish. Saldana is



back in the band, this time as the vocalist. The one constant in the band has been primary songwriter

Nick Vasallo, who proves here that hes got quite a few tricks up his sleeve, as the music here is a marked

departure from the old Antagony. Why do I bring all that up? Because I can. That and because from the

moment I popped the disc into my stereo, the first thing that popped into my head was the name All Shall

Perish. Not a sound-alike band by any means, but certainly similar in style and approach. A bit

coincidental, given the link between the two bands, but I doubt that the success of that band had anything

to do with Antagonys new direction. Given all this information, Rebirth is definitely an appropriate name

for this new effort. The opening track, The Awakening pretty much lays it all down for you: death metal

growls and riffs, hardcore breakdowns and screams, even a few blast beats. Definitely a monster, just like

the nearly 12 minute title track, which flows together quite well and doesnt get boring at all. Youll find

yourself surprised to look up and see that this is still the same track, due to its structure of multiple parts.

Technically, these first two tracks go together, so its actually like one long 17 minute song. Wow. Guest

vocalist Eddie Hermida of Gunmetal Grey adds his higher-pitched vocal sound to the chaos, providing a

nice contrast to the deep growl of Saldana. Hybrid is pretty much straight death metal until the last minute

or so when the hardcore breakdown sections come in " and there is old friend Ben Orum with some guest

vocals. Last Days has a quiet melodic intro that of course gives way to pure mayhem that we are now

accustomed to, with guest vocals this time by All Shall Perish vocalist Craig Betit. Theres a tightly knit

group of people here, made into a foursome by Hacksaw to the Throat, whose vocalist Ben Caragol

makes a guest vocal appearance on Abre Los Ojos, which is death metal in spirit, a bit more hardcore

musically. Despite having heard all of these bands, I cant honestly say I can differentiate between the

vocals, but who cares " its obvious the guys are just having fun recording together. The album closes out

with Cultivate and Collapse and Beneath the Black, the latter of which boasts yet another guest vocal

from Hermida, which adds a good degree of metalcore flavor to the beginning of the track. Cultivate may

well be one of the last songs written by the bands previous lineup with Vasallo and Orum, as it sounds

quite a bit like some of the material on their previous recording, but still blends in here perfectly. And just

like that, the album is over at only seven tracks, and you find yourself scrambling to start the disc again.

Similarities to All Shall Perish aside, in the end Antagony stand tall on their own, adding a few unique

elements to the death metalcore formula. This is brutal, brutal stuff that even the true will have to stand

back and take notice of in spite of the hardcore elements present. With Rebirth, the band is truly reborn



bigger, badder, and heavier than ever. -David Pirtle
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